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I. FILL IN THE BLANKS       (5*1=5) 

1. Foods containing __________ are called as body building food.      

2. The internal organ that helps us to remove carbon dioxide from the body is 

________________.   

3. ______________ can change the shape of a moving object.    

4.  A diet that contains all the nutrients in the right proportion is called as 

______________.    

5.    The time period for which a living thing lives is called____________.  

 

 

II. CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER    (5*1=5) 

1. ‘ The smell of sugar attracts the ants ‘ This line indicates that  

        a. living things move 

         b.living things respond to stimuli 

              c. living things can grow 

  

2. Which of the following carries messages  to all parts of our body 

 

a) blood   b) tissues  c) nerves  



 

 

 

3. The fibre present in the food is called  

   a. fats    b. roughage   c. minerals 

4. The number of muscles present in an adult human body 

a) 300   b)206   c) 600 

 

5. The flat ,broad and generally the green part of the leaf is called the  

a) lamina b) leaf vein    c)  leaf edge 

 

 

 

 

III. WRITE TRUE OR FALSE     (5*1=5) 

 

1.Cows and elephants eat other animals . __________________ 

2. The stem bears branches,leaves,flowers and fruits _____________________ 

3.  The human body is made up of millions of tiny structures called as tissues . 

__________ 

4. A gentle push means bigger force ,while a harder push means  less force  

___________________ 

5. The small intestine is a part of the digestive system__________________ 

IV. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN FULL SENTENCES  (5 *2=10) 

1. Enlist any 2 differences between Living things and non living things  

            

Living Things                                          Non living things         



 

 

a. a. 

b. b. 
         

2 Describe the terms given below by giving one example for each 

   a.  Herbivore: 

   b. Carnivore: 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

3. Classify plants  on the basis of size of their stem ? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

4. Is it good to consume Pizzas , burgers, candies,soft drinks and chocolates too 

often ? Give suitable reason to support your answer. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

5. Draw  a small  plant and mark the parts ( root,stem,leaves,flowers/fruits) (2m) 
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